1. Weather delays and rainouts will be determined by the Tournament Director and posted on the tournament site.

2. Each team must carry team insurance and list Triple Play as an additional insured.

3. No metal spikes allowed for any team 14u and younger. High School teams are not allowed to wear metal spikes on any mound. Metal spikes are never allowed in the building.

4. No coolers are allowed at the facility. Also, no sunflower seeds, gum or outside food or drink allowed at the facility. Water coolers are provided in each dugout and Triple Play does operate a concession area inside the building.

5. Pets are not allowed at the facility.

6. Defensive pre-game warm up is allowed on the fields. There will be no pre-game hitting allowed on any field or next to any field.

7. No pop up nets allowed at the facility except in designated area, between field 1 and field 4. There is absolutely no hitting or throwing allowed into any fencing.

8. Triple Play indoor cages are available to tournament teams at a discounted rate of $15/half hour or $25/hour. Cages may be reserved in advance with pre-payment or booked at the front desk.

9. All teams need to make sure their trash is completely picked up before leaving an area. This includes the stands.